1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Neurofeedback (NF) techniques have gained increasing attention as noninvasive means to regulate brain function for scientific and therapeutic purposes.[@r1]^,^[@r2] The corresponding methods employ a biofeedback approach that uses real-time information of brain activity to enable self-regulation of a particular neural signal.[@r1]^,^[@r3] Compared with the traditionally used electroencephalography NF, the use of hemodynamic imaging signals as near-real-time neural feedback is relatively new. The majority of hemodynamic NF studies employ functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) techniques[@r1]^,^[@r3] and a growing number of studies have demonstrated that fMRI NF-guided regulation of regional brain activity can produce changes in cognitive and emotional processes specifically associated with the target brain region.[@r1]^,^[@r2]^,^[@r4] Based on accumulating evidence for the behavioral relevance of the NF-induced modulation of brain function, initial studies evaluated the potential of fMRI NF as a promising innovative intervention for psychiatric disorders.[@r5]

Although the therapeutic potential of fMRI-guided NF has been documented in initial randomized controlled trials,[@r6]^,^[@r7] translation into clinical applications is hampered by the high costs of MRI assessments and the rather stressful MRI environment, as well as the limitations inherent to the MRI method, particularly a high sensitivity for motion and physiological noise,[@r8] and field inhomogeneities caused by different magnetic susceptibilities to air and tissue resulting in signal loss in orbitofrontal regions.[@r9] A previous fMRI NF study demonstrated that optimized MRI imaging parameters can improve signal quality in the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC);[@r10] however, imaging orbitofrontal regions---particularly under real-time signal-processing conditions---remains challenging.

Functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) is a noninvasive optical neuroimaging technique that---similar to blood oxygen-level-dependent MRI---can be employed to detect changes in hemoglobin concentration associated with neural activity.[@r11] Briefly, neural metabolism is supported through a localized vascular response that causes an influx of oxygen-rich blood to the active region, reflected by a regional increase in oxyhemoglobin (oxy-Hb) and a decrease in deoxyhemoglobin (deoxy-Hb).[@r12] fNIRS measures the concentration of oxy-Hb and deoxy-Hb in cerebral vessels according to their absorption spectra for light in the near-infrared range.[@r13] Despite limitations, particularly a restricted penetration depth and resolution, fNIRS has been increasingly employed in cognitive and clinical neuroscience. Owing to the recent technological and methodological progress in fNIRS imaging and advantages over fMRI, including lower costs, easy application, and robustness against motion and susceptibility artifacts, fNIRS has become an attractive hemodynamic imaging alternative.

The OFC, a ventral subdivision of the prefrontal cortex, is a cytoarchitectonically and functionally heterogeneous region with dense connections to cortical and subcortical areas, including sensory regions as well as limbic and striatal regions.[@r14] Supported by the subregion-specific segregated circuits, the OFC contributes to several highly integrative functional domains, including emotion, decision-making, value coding, and behavioral flexibility.[@r15]^,^[@r16] Across species, lesions of the OFC produce marked impairments in reversal learning and attentional set-shifting, suggesting a critical role of the OFC in cognitive flexibility.[@r15] Studies employing reversal learning paradigms reported that rodents with OFC damage could learn the initial discrimination by responding to one cue to receive reward and to withhold or inhibit a response to avoid punishment or nonreward. However, after cue-outcome associations are reversed, OFC-lesioned rodents required considerably longer to adapt their behavior.[@r17][@r18][@r19][@r20][@r21]^--^[@r22] More recently, the role of the OFC in reversal learning has additionally been confirmed by human fMRI studies. These studies used rewarding and punishing stimuli and reported that the adaptation to changing reinforcement contingencies is mediated by the OFC. Cognitive flexibility additionally encompasses attentional set-shifting, supporting flexible behavioral adaptation in the context of relevant and irrelevant information. Set-shifting paradigms have been combined with fMRI to dissect regional-specific contributions of the prefrontal cortex to cognitive flexibility subdomains, and it has been reported that the attentional control sub-facet engages the ventrolateral cortex, whereas reversals specifically engage the lateral OFC.[@r23] In addition to cognitive flexibility, the role of the OFC in reward processing, specifically modulating outcome expectancies related to reward, has been well documented. For instance, human neuroimaging studies have implicated the OFC in the anticipation and evaluation of expected outcomes[@r24] as well as value-guided decision-making.[@r25]

In line with the important role of the OFC in cognitive flexibility and reward processing, neural alterations in this region have been consistently reported in psychiatric disorders characterized by dysregulations in these domains, most prominently addictive disorders, obsessive compulsive disorder,[@r15] attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder,[@r26] and major depression.[@r27] Given that the efficacy of the established pharmacological and behavioral treatment options for these disorders is limited,[@r28] it has been advocated to employ hemodynamic imaging-informed NF to modulate the identified neural alterations in a regional-specific manner to alleviate psychiatric symptoms and normalize functional deficits.[@r28][@r29][@r30]^--^[@r31]

To facilitate translation of hemodynamic NF into clinical applications, the present randomized, sham-controlled study aims at evaluating the feasibility to employ fNIRS-informed NF as strategy to modulate brain activity. Initial studies have demonstrated the feasibility to use fNIRS-informed NF to allow participants to acquire regulatory control over brain activity in motor-related regions.[@r32]^,^[@r33] Subsequent studies have demonstrated the feasibility to gain regulatory control over prefrontal brain activity via fNIRS-informed NF and its potential to enhance executive functions.[@r34] Given the important contribution of OFC dysregulations to the functional impairment in psychiatric patients as well as the methodological and practical challenges to use fMRI-based NF approaches in this context, the present fNIRS NF study targets the lateral OFC. Importantly, previous studies have shown that fNIRS can sensitively detect both deoxy-Hb and oxy-Hb changes in the OFC and can reliably assess neural activity in the OFC during cognitive flexibility and reward evaluation.[@r35][@r36]^--^[@r37] Moreover, an increasing number of studies have employed fNIRS imaging to associate aberrant cognitive flexibility and reward processing with altered OFC activation in psychiatric patients.[@r38] To further determine the functional relevance of the NF-induced OFC activation changes, behavioral indices of cognitive flexibility and reward processing---both of which have been associated with the lateral OFC[@r15]---serve as primary behavioral outcomes to evaluate the training success. To control the unspecific effects of training, the fNIRS-informed OFC NF is embedded in a randomized sham-controlled between-subject experiment with a total of $n = 60$ healthy participants. Based on previous studies,[@r4]^,^[@r6] we expected that participants in the real-time OFC NF group, but not in the sham NF group, would learn to successfully upregulate regional-specific activity in the lateral OFC and that this would be accompanied by increased cognitive flexibility and reward experience on the behavioral level.

2. Methods and Materials {#sec2}
========================

2.1. Participants {#sec2.1}
-----------------

A total of $n = 60$ healthy young males were enrolled in the present study. The main aim of the study was to determine the feasibility and functional relevance of real-time fNIRS-informed NF training targeting the lateral OFC. To reduce variance related to sex differences or effects of menstrual cycle on OFC activity and the primary behavioral outcomes,[@r39] the present proof-of-concept experiment focused on male participants. To control for the unspecific effects of the training procedures on the primary outcomes, the NF training was embedded in a randomized, sham-controlled between-subject experimental design. Participants were randomly assigned (30 participants in each group) to receive either real-time feedback from the OFC target region (real-time OFC NF group) or a sham feedback (sham NF group) during the training. Participants were randomized without stratifying for further variables. All participants provided written informed consent. The study had full ethical approval by the local ethics committee of the University of Electronic Science and Technology of China, and the procedures were in accordance with the latest version of the Declaration of Helsinki.

2.2. Neurofeedback Training Protocols and Procedures {#sec2.2}
----------------------------------------------------

The training session included four subsequent runs of alternating rests and regulation blocks (four blocks per run, block duration being 25 s). The real-time OFC NF group received real-time feedback from fNIRS channel 7 located over the right lateral OFC (locations of the optodes and feedback channel are displayed in [Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}), whereas the sham NF group received feedback from a participant who had previously underwent the experimental training (similar approach in Kober et al.[@r32]). To accustom the participants to the equipment and to reduce variance related to trial-and-error attempts during the initial training blocks, the training was preceded by a pretraining session during which all participants received real-time OFC NF and were required to explore a suitable regulation strategy during 6 to 10 feedback blocks. When participants reported that they had discovered an effective strategy, a recovery break of 10 to 30 min was included before the training session started (protocols are displayed in [Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). Participants were asked to employ the strategies they discovered during the pretraining session to increase the lateral OFC activity during the training.

![Optodes configuration (three sources: red dots, eight detectors: blue dots) and placement. The optodes are placed in line with the International 10--20 system using the Fz, F7, F8, and Fpz as anchor points (visualized as yellow triangles). Source and detectors are positioned 30-mm apart. A black line connecting a detector and a source represents a measurement channel and the corresponding channel number. Six channels are used per hemisphere: two channels covering the medial OFC (right hemisphere: channels 2 and 3; left hemisphere: channels 1 and 4) and four channel covering the lateral OFC (right hemisphere: channels 5 to 8; left hemisphere: channels 9 to 12). The source in the middle of the probe array is located on the Fpz. Optode placement is anatomically symmetrical on both hemispheres. Channel 7 (visualized as green line) serves as a predefined online feedback channel during the NF training.](NPh-006-025011-g001){#f1}

![Experimental procedures for the two training sessions. The online feedback is visually embedded in a "stone-lifting" game. The height of the stone floating over the ground visualizes the activity in the target channel (higher oxy-Hb activity in channel 7 = increase in the height of the stone). The experimental conditions (rest/regulate) are visually presented via two lights on top of the display screen (red = rest; green = regulate).](NPh-006-025011-g002){#f2}

2.3. Feedback and Training Condition Visualization {#sec2.3}
--------------------------------------------------

The online feedback was visually displayed to the participants by a stone in front of a beach landscape (see [Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). The height the stone floats over the ground visualized the neural activity level in the chosen feedback channel 7 (the higher the stone floats over the ground, the higher the activity). Participants were asked to lift the stone as high as possible by regulating their brain activity by using a mental strategy. We decided to embed the feedback in this "stone-lifting" game rather than using a simple thermometer visualization to increase the motivation of the participants during the training. The conditions (rest/regulate) were visually presented to the participant via two lights on top of the display screen (see [Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). The rest (instruction, relax) condition was indicated by a red light on the left, the regulate (instruction, lift the stone) condition was indicated by a green light on the right.

2.4. Instructions for the Participants {#sec2.4}
--------------------------------------

The participants were asked to try to lift the stone as high as possible by regulating their brain activity. Participants were informed that the purpose of the training was to examine whether they could learn to upregulate their OFC activity. To increase their regulation ability the neural regulation success would be visually presented to them via the stone-lifting game (all participants were explicitly informed that the higher the stone floats the higher is the OFC regulation success). Given that an explicit strategy instruction is not necessary for successful NF-assisted acquisition of neural regulation,[@r40]^,^[@r41] no explicit strategies for regulation were provided to the participants. Participants were instructed not to control the height of the stone by physical means, such as breathing or head/body motion but rather to discover efficient mental control strategies. Once they discovered an efficient strategy to lift the stone during the pretraining, they were asked to continue using the strategy during the subsequent training sessions.

2.5. Post-Training Behavioral Assessments: Cognitive Flexibility and Reward Experience {#sec2.5}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To determine the functional relevance of the training on the behavioral level, the participants were administered the intra-extra dimensional set shift (IED) task and rated the rewarding experience of the training on a visual analogue scale after the training session. The IED paradigm has been widely employed to examine cognitive flexibility and has a high sensitivity for changes in frontostriatal functioning.[@r42] In this task, participants are required to use the provided feedback to discover a rule that determines which stimulus is correct. After six correct responses, the stimuli and/or rule changes. Initially the task involves simple stimuli (two different pink shapes); during this stage, shifts in the rule are intradimensional. During later stages of the task, compound stimuli are used (e.g., white lines overlay the pink shapes); corresponding shifts refer to extra-dimensional shifting. To assess effects of training on reward experience participants were additionally asked to rate their liking of the training on a 1 to 9 scale ("How much did you enjoy the task").

2.6. NIRS Data Acquisition, Online Preprocessing, and Neurofeedback {#sec2.6}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Hemodynamic response (HR) signals were assessed using a NIRSport fNIRS Systems (eight sources/eight detectors, NIRx Medizintechnik, GmbH, Berlin, Germany) operating at two wavelengths (760 and 850 nm) at a sampling rate of 20.83 Hz. An optode set of 3 sources and 8 detectors was used leading to 12 source--detector pairs (channels; see [Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}, optode placement in line with Ieong and Yuan[@r43]). Optodes were accurately placed according to the International 10--20 system,[@r44] and the source--detector distance was 30 mm. In line with a previous fNIRS study, the channels were allocated to the medial and lateral regions of the OFC (in line with Leong and Yuan,[@r43] channels 1--4 of the current study would be allocated to the medial OFC, whereas the other channels would be allocated to the lateral OFC). Channel 7 was designated as right lateral OFC feedback channel and the position of the channel was further validated by MRI scans in two independent participants (see Fig. S1 in [Supplementary Material](https://doi.org/10.1117/1.NPH.6.2.025011.s01)).

In line with previous fNIRS NF studies, the feedback was based on the oxy-Hb signal.[@r45][@r46]^--^[@r47] Online preprocessing of the oxy-Hb NIRS signal was performed by the built-in real-time output solution implemented in the NIRSport system. Next, the real-time output was computed and visually displayed via a previously evaluated real-time fNIRS NF platform.[@r48] The raw oxy-Hb NIRS signal was smoothed using a 2-s moving average window. A baseline was calculated by taking the average of signals 2 s before each regulation block and was subsequently subtracted from the smoothed signal. The feedback signal was computed in real-time from the signal of the *a priori* target channel (No. 7) using the equation "feedback signal = preprocessed oxy-hemoglobin signal/difficult coefficient."

The "difficulty coefficient" served to calibrate the feedback visualization according to the signal range in the current study to promote learning success (e.g., feedback visualization that only spans a small range of the thermometer used for feedback display may not provide sufficient information for the participants to learn the regulation). The study-specific "difficulty coefficient" was therefore initially determined in a pre-experiment that was conducted before the start of the primary experiment that examined the feasibility of OFC NF. During this pre-experiment, an independent sample of $n = 6$ participants underwent four runs of the OFC NF training. Each run used a separate difficulty coefficient (0.003, 0.006, 0.008, 0.01 values based on our experience during implementing the paradigm). The order of the four runs with the separate difficulty coefficient was randomized across participants. Subsequently, participants were asked to designate the run with the most suitable difficulty to allow regulation. Four (from six participants) designated the run that used 0.008; consequently, this coefficient was employed to visualize the online feedback in terms of the height of the stone for all participants in the subsequent study. Participants in the sham NF group received oxy-Hb signal changes from a participant in the real-time OFC NF group who had previously completed the training. Participants in both groups were blinded for the training condition they received and the experimenter operating the feedback platform was separated from the participant by a partition wall to minimize any interaction during pretraining and training.

2.7. Offline Preprocessing and Analyses {#sec2.7}
---------------------------------------

The fNIRS raw data were preprocessed and analyzed using the NIRS toolbox in SPM (Statistical Parametric Mapping[@r49])[@r50] and in-house scripts in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc.). During preprocessing, a second-order detrending was applied to remove the baseline drifts and low-pass filtering \[Gaussian smoothing with full width at half maximum (4 s)\] was employed to remove high-frequency noise. To control potential confounding effects of head motion during training, motion correction, as implemented in the NIRS analysis package (NAP), was applied to the offline data.[@r51] The subsequent data analysis focused on the oxy-Hb signal as it has been demonstrated to exhibit larger signal changes and higher sensitivity to task-related neural activation compared to the deoxy-Hb signal.[@r52][@r53]^--^[@r54] A generalized linear model (GLM) approach was employed to model the task-related HR on the individual level including the regulation periods modeled by a boxcar function while the rest periods were included as implicit baseline. Serial autocorrelations in the GLM analysis were accounted for by employing prewhitening as incorporated in NIRS SPM \[AR(1) model, in line with recommendations by Huppert[@r55]\]. The first-level design matrix was convolved with the standard HR function, as provided in NIRS SPM.

For the group-level analyses, beta estimates were obtained for each participant and channel. The primary outcome to determine the training success on the neural level was oxy-Hb change over the training runs in the target channel (right lateral OFC; channel 7). To further control the unspecific effects of training or effects of mental effort on OFC activity, individual-level beta values from the target channel were subjected to group-level activation analyses comparing the real-time OFC NF and the sham NF group. Differences were considered significant using a channel-level threshold of $p < 0.05$ (Bonferroni-corrected).

2.8. Primary Outcomes and Evaluation of Training Success {#sec2.8}
--------------------------------------------------------

Training-induced oxy-Hb changes in the OFC target channel served as primary outcome to evaluate the training success on the neural level. Channel-specific activity beta estimates were employed as dependent variables, and effects of training were determined by means of mixed analysis of variance (ANOVA) models including the between-subject factor group (real feedback versus sham feedback) and the within-subject factor training run (run1/run2/run3/run4). Significant effects were further explored by means of appropriate Bonferroni-corrected post-hoc tests. To evaluate the functional relevance of training on the behavioral-level, post-training IED performance indices and liking ratings were compared between the two training groups. Associations between neural and behavioral training success were explored by means of analyzing correlations between training-induced lOFC oxy-Hb changes (${run}4 > {run}1$) and behavioral indices within the training groups. Statistical analyses were carried out using SPSS version 22.0 (IBM, Inc.).

2.9. Additional Exploratory Analyses {#sec2.9}
------------------------------------

To further explore whether the training led to regional-specific activity changes in the region that served as real-time NF source (right lOFC) or rather unspecific increases in OFC activity, an exploratory ANOVA was performed. This ANOVA employed the dependent variable channel-specific beta estimates and the between-subject factor group (real feedback versus sham feedback) and the within-subject factors training run (run1/run2/run3/run4) and channels (channels 1 to 12). Moreover, an additional exploratory analysis examined training-related changes in the deoxy-Hb signal of the primary outcome channel 7. To this end, a mixed ANOVA with the within-subject factor run (run1/run2/run3/run4), the between-subject factor group (real feedback versus sham feedback), and the dependent variable beta values from channel 7 was performed.

2.10. Upregulation Strategies {#sec2.10}
-----------------------------

After the training, all participants were asked to report the strategies they employed during the training. The reported strategies were qualitatively assessed by six independent male raters. To control for different strategies between the training groups, the frequencies of the reported regulation strategies were compared between the real-time OFC NF group and the sham NF group using Pearson $\chi^{2}$ test.[@r56]

2.11. Control of Potential Confounders {#sec2.11}
--------------------------------------

To further control confounding effects of pretraining between-group differences in mood and psychopathological symptom load, corresponding indices were assessed by means of the positive and negative affect schedule,[@r57] state anxiety inventory,[@r58] Beck depression inventory-II,[@r59] and Barratt impulsiveness scale[@r60] administered before the training sessions. To further control potential confounding effects of between-group differences in the perceived training success, all participants were required to rate their training success (scale ranging from $- 4$ to 4).

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

3.1. Data Quality Control {#sec3.1}
-------------------------

Two participants reported that they were unable to gain control over their brain activity in the pretraining test runs and were thus excluded from the subsequent NF training. Initial examination of the primary neural outcome (oxy-Hb) data quality identified one participant from each group as an outlier with respect to data from the training channel during at least two runs (outliers were defined as subjects that deviated larger than two standard deviations from the run-specific group mean, outliers were additionally confirmed using the SPSS outlier detection function). Consequently, oxy-Hb data from these participants were excluded from all analyses resulting in a total of $n = 56$ participants for the primary analysis ($n = 27$, real-time OFC NF group; $n = 29$ sham NF group).

3.2. Assessment of Confounders: Age, Mood, and Psychopathology {#sec3.2}
--------------------------------------------------------------

The training groups did not differ with respect to age ($M_{\text{real}} = 21.3$ years, ${SD} = 2.02$; $M_{\text{sham}} = 21.7$ years, ${SD} = 2.08$; $t = - 0.656$, $p = 0.515$) or pretraining mood and psychopathological load ([Table 1](#t001){ref-type="table"}, $t < 1.463$, $ps > 0.149$). Moreover, the training groups reported a comparable evaluation of their perceived training success ($t = 1.009$, $p = 0.317$).

###### 

Pretraining mood and psychopathological symptom load in the two training groups, mean and SDs (in brackets) are reported.

                    Real-time OFC NF group ($N = 27$)   Sham NF group ($N = 29$)   Two sample *t*-test (*p*, two-tailed)
  ----------------- ----------------------------------- -------------------------- ---------------------------------------
  PANAS-P           26.19 (6.86)                        26.21 (5.68)               0.990
  PANAS-N           16.78 (7.01)                        14.41 (4.98)               0.149
  SAI               38.67 (8.49)                        36.83 (7.45)               0.392
  BDI II            8.00 (7.23)                         6.79 (6.46)                0.512
  BIS (Attention)   14.11 (2.49)                        13.79 (3.05)               0.672
  BIS (Motor)       18.78 (3.34)                        18.45 (3.46)               0.719
  BIS (Planning)    23.59 (3.80)                        24.3793 (4.19)             0.466

Note: PANAS-P, positive and negative affect schedule--positive mood; PANAS-N, positive and negative affect schedule--negative mood; SAI, state anxiety inventory; BDI II, Beck depression inventory-II, BIS, Barratt impulsiveness scale.

3.3. Evaluation of Training Success---Primary Neural Outcome {#sec3.3}
------------------------------------------------------------

A mixed two-way ANOVA with the factors run (run1/run2/run3/run4) and group (real feedback versus sham feedback) and the dependent variable lateral OFC activity as measured by the beta values (oxy-Hb) from the target channel revealed a main effect of run \[$F_{(3,162)} = 7.26$, $p = 0.001$\] and group \[$F_{(1,54)} = 15.52$, $p < 0.001$\] as well as a run × group interaction effect \[$F_{(3,162)} = 5.25$, $p = 0.005$\]. Post-hoc comparisons demonstrated that activation in the target channel significantly increased over the course of the real feedback training (${run}1 < {run}3$, $p < 0.001$; ${run}1 < {run}4$, $p = 0.003$; ${run}2 < {run}3$, $p = 0.001$; ${run}2 < {run}4$, $p = 0.013$, two-tailed). Concordant analysis of the sham training data did not yield significant changes in the target channel (all $ps > 0.141$, two-tailed). Directly comparing the training groups further revealed that the real-time OFC NF group exhibited significantly higher activity during runs 3 and 4 ($p < 0.001$, two-tailed) in the lateral OFC target channel as compared to the sham NF group; however, the group did not exhibit higher activity during runs 1 and 2 ($p > 0.071$, two-tailed, see [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}), thus further confirming training success on the neural level.

![The oxy-Hb signal in the target channel significantly increases over the course of the real-time OFC NF training runs but not during the sham NF training. Differences between the training runs are tested by posthoc paired $t$-tests, two tailed; \*$p < 0.0125$; \# denotes marginal significance, $p < 0.05$.](NPh-006-025011-g003){#f3}

For further data quality assessment and to increase the transparency representative time courses for one participant per group (real feedback versus sham feedback), both online data after corrected for motion-related artifacts and offline data after preprocessing are visualized in [Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}. [Figure 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"} displays the time courses for run4; data for all runs is furthermore provided in Figs. S2--S5 in [Supplementary Material](https://doi.org/10.1117/1.NPH.6.2.025011.s01).

![Time courses of oxy-Hb (red) and deoxy-Hb (blue) for two representative participants (a), (c) from the same participant during real-time OFC NF; (b), (d) from the same participant during sham NF. Online preprocessed data are shown in the upper panel (corrected for motion-related artifacts); offline preprocessed data are shown in the lower panel. Rest periods are displayed on white background, and regulation periods are displayed on gray background. Only time courses for run4 are displayed.](NPh-006-025011-g004){#f4}

3.4. Exploratory Analysis---Regional Specificity of the Training Effects {#sec3.4}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

To explore the regional specificity of the training, the effect of training on all OFC channels was explored. A mixed ANOVA with the factors run (run1/run2/run3/run4), group (real feedback versus sham feedback), and channels (channels 1 to 12) and the dependent variable OFC activity as measured by the oxy-Hb beta values revealed a main effect of run \[$F_{(3,162)} = 3.96$, $p = 0.015$\], a main effect of channel \[$F_{(11,594)} = 6.52$, $p < 0.001$\], and a channel × group interaction effect \[$F_{(11,594)} = 4.35$, $p = 0.001$\], but no main effect of group and no other interaction effects. To control for multiple comparisons, a Bonferroni correction was used to account for all channels tested. Post-hoc comparisons demonstrated that the significant differences between the real-time OFC NF group and the sham NF group were observed in the target channel 7 ($p < 0.001$, two-tailed) and the adjacent channel 6 ($p = 0.012$, two-tailed) in the right lateral OFC (for details, see [Figs. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). For all other channels the interaction effect was not significant (all $ps > 0.12$, two-tailed), indicating that training specifically modulated activity in the right lateral OFC.

![Significant differences between the real-time OFC NF group and the sham NF group are observed in the target channel 7 (C7) and the adjacent channel 6 (C6) both in the right lOFC. Differences between groups are tested by means of posthoc two-sample $t$-tests, two tailed; ^\*^$p < 0.004$ (Bonferroni corrected).](NPh-006-025011-g005){#f5}

3.5. Exploratory Analysis---Training-Related Changes in Deoxy-Hemoglobin {#sec3.5}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

For offline processing of the deoxy-Hb signal, concordant procedures as for the oxy-Hb signal (including motion correction) were applied. Please note that the GLM analysis for the deoxy-Hb data employed a negative HR function, whereas the oxy-Hb data was processed using a positive HR function (as implemented in NIRS SPM). Therefore, a positive $T$-value for the oxy-Hb signal reflects an increase in oxy-Hb, whereas a positive $T$-value for the deoxy-Hb signal reflects a decrease in deoxy-Hb. In line with the oxy-Hb analyses initial data quality assessments on the de oxy-Hb signal were performed. Applying identical criteria data from $n = 3$ participants were excluded from the deoxy-Hb signal analyses ($n = 1$ from the real-time OFC NF, $n = 2$ from the sham NF group), leading to a final sample size of $n = 55$ participants for the deoxy-Hb signal analysis ($n = 27$, real-time OFC NF group; $n = 28$, sham NF group). A mixed ANOVA with the factors run (run1/run2/run3/run4) and group (real feedback versus sham feedback) and the dependent variable beta values from the lOFC target channel revealed a main effect of group \[$F_{(1,53)} = 11.09$, $p = 0.002$\], but no main effect of run and no run × group interaction effect (both $ps > 0.256$, see [Fig. 6](#f6){ref-type="fig"}).

![Deoxy-Hb signal from the target training channel.](NPh-006-025011-g006){#f6}

3.6. Evaluation of Training Success---Primary Behavioral Outcome {#sec3.6}
----------------------------------------------------------------

Performance indices for the IED task included the number of errors, the number of trials completed, the number of stages completed, and reaction times. In line with the previous research, the median reaction times were used as estimate of central tendency.[@r61] Results revealed significant shorter reaction times for correct responses after the real-time OFC NF training compared to the sham NF training \[$p = 0.037$, one-tailed, two-sample $t$-test, see [Fig. 7(a)](#f7){ref-type="fig"}\]. Other indices of the IED task and rewarding experience failed to reach statistical significance (all $p > 0.05$, one-tailed).

![(a) Significant differences between the real-time OFC NF group and the sham NF group are observed in the reaction time for correct responses in the IED paradigm. Between-group differences are tested by means of two-sample $t$-tests, one tailed; ^\*^$p < 0.05$. (b) In the real-time OFC NF group, stronger training-induced lOFC activity changes (${run}4 > {run}1$) are negatively associated with IED response times, whereas a positive association is observed in the sham NF group. (c) In the real-time OFC NF group, stronger lOFC changes are positively associated with higher levels of liking, and in the sham NF group, no association is observed.](NPh-006-025011-g007){#f7}

3.7. Association between Behavioral and Neural Training Success {#sec3.7}
---------------------------------------------------------------

A subsequent correlation analysis examined the association between behavioral (median reaction time in the IED task) and neural training success (changes ${run}4 > {run}1$ activation in oxy-Hb in target channel). Results revealed that reaction times for correct responses showed a descriptive, but not significant, negative association with OFC activity changes in the real-time OFC NF group \[$r_{\text{real}} = - 0.286$, $p = 0.148$, see [Fig. 7(b)](#f7){ref-type="fig"}\] but a marginal positive association in the sham NF group \[$r_{\text{sham}} = 0.359$, $p = 0.056$; stable after excluding one outlier, $r_{\text{sham}} = 0.084$, $p = 0.671$, significant correlation differences according to Fisher's $Z$ test, $z = - 2.39$, $p = 0.017$; see [Fig. 7(b)](#f7){ref-type="fig"}\].

Given that a previous study reported significant associations between fNIRS-assessed OFC activity and liking levels,[@r36] associations with post-training liking ratings were additionally explored. Results indicated that the liking level was significantly positively associated with OFC oxy-Hb changes in the real-time OFC NF group \[$r_{\text{real}} = 0.483$, $p = 0.011$, see [Fig. 7(c)](#f7){ref-type="fig"}\], but not in the sham NF group \[$r_{\text{sham}} = 0.024$, $p = 0.901$, marginal significant between-group correlation differences according to Fisher's $Z$ test, $z = 1.80$, $p = 0.073$; see [Fig. 7(c)](#f7){ref-type="fig"}\].

3.8. Regulation Strategies Reported by the Participants {#sec3.8}
-------------------------------------------------------

In line with a previous study that evaluated regulation strategies during NF training with the present platform,[@r56] the content analysis identified three main clusters of upregulation strategies: (1) imagination ("imagining I will reach a greater level of career success"), (2) experience recall ("thinking about my happy memories"); (3) meditation ("thinking of nothing particular and relaxing"). Importantly, the groups did not differ in the regulation strategies employed during the training (Pearson $\chi^{2}$ test, $p = 0.734$, two-tailed, [Table 2](#t002){ref-type="table"}), arguing against confounding effects of different regulation strategies on the observed neural and behavioral between-group differences.

###### 

Regulation strategies reported by the participants.

                      Real-time OFC NF group   Sham NF group
  ------------------- ------------------------ ---------------
  Imagination         8                        6
  Experience recall   12                       14
  Meditation          7                        9

Note: Numbers correspond to the number of participants reporting the corresponding regulation strategy in each training group.

4. Discussion {#sec4}
=============

The present proof-of-concept study evaluated the feasibility and functional relevance of real-time fNIRS-informed NF training as closed-loop strategy to increase lOFC activation. Using a randomized sham-controlled between-subject design, the present study revealed that participants in the real-time OFC NF group successfully learned to increase lOFC oxy-Hb activity over the course of four subsequent training runs. Importantly, no significant changes in neural activation were observed in the sham NF group. Together with the lack of between-group differences in perceived training success and regulation strategies, the lack of training-induced changes in the sham NF group argues against unspecific effects of the training procedure and emphasizes the specific importance of the feedback signal for successful acquisition of neural regulation. Exploring the regional specificity of the training effects on OFC activation revealed that significant training-induced oxy-Hb changes were restricted to the target and an adjacent channel, suggesting that the training produced regional-specific increases in right lOFC activation. On the behavioral level, the real-time OFC NF group demonstrated a trend for enhanced cognitive flexibility as reflected by decreased response times for correct responses in the attentional set-shifting task. Moreover, exploratory analyses revealed that shorter response times and higher rewarding experience were associated with stronger training-induced oxy-Hb increases in lOFC activity, further confirming a potential functional relevance of successful lOFC regulation via fNIRS-informed NF.

Comparing the real-time OFC NF group with the sham NF group demonstrated that fNIRS-informed NF from the target channel allowed participants to acquire regulatory control over regional-specific activation in the lOFC. Examining the activation changes within the groups further documented that lOFC activity significantly increased over the four training runs in the real-time OFC NF but not in the sham NF group. The successful upregulation in the real-time OFC NF group was further confirmed by between-group analyses showing significantly higher lOFC activity in the real-time OFC NF group compared to the sham NF group during the last two training runs. The present results add to the growing number of reports, suggesting that fNIRS-informed NF training allows participants to gain volitional control over cortical brain activity, including motor as well as frontal regions.[@r32][@r33]^--^[@r34] Together with a previous study employing fMRI-informed NF to train participants to volitionally modulate orbitofrontal activity,[@r10] the present findings additionally document that hemodynamic NF-assisted control over regional activation in the OFC is feasible. Compared to fMRI-informed NF, fNIRS-informed NF is limited by characteristics inherent to the acquisition methodology, particularly a lower spatial resolution and restricted signal acquisition from cortical regions. However, particularly for clinical applications or for targeting regions susceptible to MRI artifacts such as the OFC, the advantages of fNIRS-informed NF may outweigh the limitations and promote translation into the clinical practice. Orbitofrontal alterations have been demonstrated in several disorders characterized by deficits in cognitive flexibility and value processing, particularly attenuated OFC activation during impaired cognitive flexibility in pediatric and adult obsessive-compulsive disorder,[@r62]^,^[@r63] and deficient value-guided response selection in substance addiction have been reported.[@r64] These regional alterations may reflect network-level dysfunctions in striatofrontal circuits, specifically the lateral OFC-caudate pathway engaged in attentional shifting and cognitive flexibility.[@r15] The fNIRS-assisted regulatory control over the lOFC may promote normalization of aberrant neural activation and promote functional recovery in psychiatric populations.

Examining the training effects on behavioral domains associated with the lOFC revealed some evidences for the functional relevance of the training. Although no effects on accuracy in the set-shifting task were observed, the real-time OFC NF group demonstrated slightly faster reaction times for correct responses as compared to the sham NF group. The OFC critically contributes to flexible behavioral adaptations, with the lateral region supporting adaptation to changing reward contingencies during reversal learning.[@r16][@r17][@r18][@r19]^--^[@r20]^,^[@r65] However, in the present study, regional-specific modulation of the lOFC did not affect the acquisition of the dimensional shifts *per se*. Despite several human imaging studies suggesting a role of the OFC in cognitive flexibility,[@r23]^,^[@r66] previous animal studies demonstrated that regional-specific lesions of the lateral OFC did not critically disrupt set-shifting performance, which may explain the lack of strong performance effects on the set-shifting paradigm in the present study.[@r20]^,^[@r67] Despite a lack of between-group differences in the subjective liking of the task, an exploratory correlational analysis revealed that stronger training-induced lOFC increases in the real-time OFC NF group associated with higher post-training liking ratings, whereas no such association was observed in the sham NF group. These findings are in line with a previous report on a positive association between lOFC activation and subjective liking during a social reward paradigm[@r36] and the important role of the lOFC in processing reward-related outcome expectancies.[@r68]

The present findings need to be interpreted in the context of limitations. First, to reduce variance related to sex differences or effects of menstrual cycle on OFC-related functions and neural activity, the present proof-of-concept study focused on male participants (for a similar approach, see Zhao et al.[@r6]). The generalizability of the present results to female participants and potential sex differences thus needs to be examined in future studies. Second, despite some evidence for the effects of lOFC NF training on the behavioral level, the between-group comparisons of the primary behavioral outcomes failed to reach statistical significance. The lack of robust effects may be explained in terms of a low sensitivity of the set-shifting paradigm for activation changes in the lateral OFC. Moreover, the present study employed a single training session and more intense training schedules may be necessary to produce robust behavioral effects. Third, the present proof-of-concept study aimed at determining the feasibility of fNIRS-assisted training as a strategy to modulate the lOFC. In the context of the present study, the decision to focus on the right hemisphere was based on a previous human lesion study, suggesting a critical role of the right OFC in cognitive flexibility.[@r69] However, the right lOFC region in the present study included a total of four channels and future studies may consider initially employing a pretraining functional localization paradigm that allows to determine domain-specific and individualized training channels, which may further improve the behavioral effects of the training. Fourth, we did not observe evidence for differences in cognitive effort or stress between the training groups; however, future studies should consider to simultaneously acquire physiological measures such as heart rate or skin conductance responses to account for unspecific effects of training-associated stress or mental effort on the fNIRS signal. Fifth, no changes in the deoxy-Hb signal were observed over the course of the training runs. Previous studies observed a negative association between the oxy-Hb and the deoxy-Hb signals, particularly during motor processing.[@r70] However, depending on the tasks and cortical regions assessed, the negative association has not been consistently observed, such that some studies reported small or no changes in the deoxy-Hb signal even when the oxy-Hb signal increased, including prefrontal regions during attention-demanding and cognitive control tasks.[@r71]^,^[@r72] In comparison, increases in the oxy-Hb signal have been more consistently observed during active task engagement and changes may be larger than those in the deoxy-Hb signal.[@r73] On the other hand, the negative association between the deoxy-Hb and the oxy-Hb signals is influenced by noise in the data, with increasing noise leading to a lack of the (expected) negative association between the signals.[@r74] The lack of a negative association in the present study strongly suggests that future NF studies should consider employing better control of potential noise sources in the data,[@r75] such as simultaneous acquisition of head motion indices as well as additional monitoring of physiological signals such as cardiovascular indices. Finally, previous studies using fMRI-informed NF recently demonstrated that participants can maintain regulatory control for several days and in the absence of feedback.[@r4]^,^[@r6] The present proof-of-concept study did not include a follow up or maintenance session and thus the maintenance of fNIRS-assisted lOFC regulatory control and its independence from online feedback remain to be determined in future studies.

In summary, the present findings demonstrate that real-time fNIRS-informed NF training of the OFC is feasible and that this approach allows participants to volitionally increase activation in this region. Given the high clinical relevance of altered OFC activity in psychiatric disorders, fNIRS-informed training of this region may represent a promising strategy to normalize OFC function in these disorders.

Supplementary Material
======================

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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